Abstract. In this paper we present an algorithm to contrast state explosion when using Explicit State Space Exploration to verify protocols. We show experimentally that protocols exhibit transition locality. We present a verification algorithm that exploits transition locality as well as an implementation of it within the Murϕ verifier. Our algorithm is compatible with all Breadth First (BF) optimization techniques present in the Murϕ verifier and it is by no means a substitute for any of them. In fact, since our algorithm trades space with time, it is typically most useful when one runs out of memory and has already used all other state reduction techniques present in the Murϕ verifier. Our experimental results show that using our approach we can typically save more than 40% of RAM with an average time penalty of about 50% when using (Murϕ) bit compression and 100% when using bit compression and hash compaction.
Introduction
State Space Exploration (Reachability Analysis) is at the very heart of all algorithms for automatic verification of concurrent systems. As well known, the main obstruction to automatic verification of Finite State Systems (FSS) is the huge amount of memory required to complete state space exploration (state explosion).
For protocol verification, Explicit State Space Exploration often outperforms Symbolic (i.e. OBDD based, [1, 2] ) State Space Exploration [6] . Since here we are mainly interested in protocol verification we focus on explicit state space exploration. Tools based on explicit state space exploration are, e.g., SPIN [4, 15] and Murϕ [3, 10] .
In our context, roughly speaking, two kinds of approaches have been studied to counteract (i.e. delay) state explosion: memory saving and auxiliary storage.
In a memory saving approach essentially one tries to reduce the amount of memory needed to represent the set of visited states. Examples of the memory saving approach are, e.g., in [22, 7, 8, 18, 19, 5] .
In an auxiliary storage approach one tries to exploit disk storage as well as distributed processors (network storage) to enlarge the available memory (and CPU). Examples of this approach are, e.g., in [16, 17, 13, 21, 14] .
In this paper we study the possibility of exploiting statistical properties of protocol transition graphs to improve state exploration algorithms. This is quite similar to what is usually done when optimizing a CPU on the basis of program profiling [12] .
Our algorithm allows us to reduce the RAM needed to complete state space exploration and exploits auxiliary storage as well. We pay for this memory saving with a longer time to complete state space exploration. Our results can be summarized as follows.
-We show experimentally (Sect. 2) that protocols exhibit transition locality.
That is transitions tend to be local w.r.t. levels of a Breadth First (BF) visit. We support our claim by measuring transition locality for the set of protocols included in the Murϕ verifier distribution. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that such profiling of transition graphs is presented. -We present a verification algorithm that exploits transition locality as well as an implementation of it within the Murϕ verifier (Sect. 3). Essentially our algorithm replaces the hash table used in a BF state space exploration with a cache memory (i.e. no collision detection is done) and uses auxiliary (disk) storage for the BF queue. Using a fixed size cache memory we do not incur state explosion. However we may incur nontermination when our cache memory is too small. In fact in this case we may visit over and over the same set of states. Note however that upon termination, we are guaranteed that all reachable states have been visited. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that a cache based state space exploration algorithm is presented. Note in particular that the approach in [22] is a state compression technique and "no collision detection" there refers to state signatures. That is, a (signature) collision in [22] may lead to declare as visited a nonvisited state.
On the other hand, we simply forget a visited state upon a collision, thus declaring as nonvisited a visited state. Note that the SPIN verifier can use disk storage for the Depth First (DF) stack. However states are still stored in a hash table which is where state explosion typically occurs. -Our algorithm is compatible with all well known state compression techniques (e.g. as those in [19, 5] ). In particular it is compatible with all state reduction techniques present in the Murϕ verifier. We show experiments using our algorithm together with the bit compression [10] and hash compaction [18, 19] features of the Murϕ verifier (Sect. 4). -Our experimental results (Sect. 4) show that we can verify systems more than 40% larger than those that can be handled using a hash table based approach. Our time penalty is about 50% when using (Murϕ) bit compression and 100% when using bit compression and hash compaction.
Transition Locality for Finite State Systems
In this section we define our notion of locality for transitions and show experimentally that for protocols most transitions are local. We do this by showing that for all our benchmark protocols most transitions are indeed local. We used as benchmark protocols all those available in the Murϕ verifier distribution [10] plus the Kerberos protocol from [20] . This gives us a fairly representative benchmark set.
For our purposes, a protocol is represented as a Finite State System. 
In the following we will always refer to a given system S = (S, I, A, R). Thus, e.g., we will write Reach for Reach(S). Also we may speak about the set of initial states I as well as about the transition relation R without explicitly mentioning S.
The core of all automatic verification tools is the reachability analysis, i.e. the computation of Reach given a definition of S in some language.
Since the transition relation R of a system defines a graph (transition graph) computing Reach means visiting (exploring) the transition graph starting from the initial states in I. This can be done, e.g., using a Depth First (DF) visit or a Breadth First (BF) visit.
For example the automatic verifier SPIN [15] uses a DF visit. Murϕ [10] may use DF as well as BF, although certain compression options can only be used with a BF visit.
In the following we will focus on BF visit. As well known a BF visit defines levels on the transition graph. Initial states (i.e. states in I) are at level 0. The states in (next(I) − I) (states reachable in one step from I and not in I) are at level 1, etc.
Definition 2. Formally we define the set of states
The set Visited(k) of states visited (by a BF visit) by level k is defined as follows.
Informally, transition locality means that for most transitions source and target states will be in levels not too far apart. 
Definition 3. Let S = (S, I, A, R) be an FSS. A transition in
4. As usual, we denote with σ 2 (k) the variance of ∆(k) and with σ(k) its standard deviation [11] .
We show experimentally that transitions in protocols tend to be local w.r.t. levels. We do this by showing that for the set of protocols shown in Fig. 1 When SumAvg is close to 1 almost all transitions in the protocol are 1-local. When SumAvg is close to 0 there are almost no 1-local transitions in the protocol.
Although not strictly needed for our present purposes we are also interested in knowing how 1-local transitions are distributed in the graph. Namely, we want to know whether 1-local transitions are concentrated only in some part of the transition graph or rather they are more or less uniformly distributed in the transition graph. To some extent this can be done by computing the standard deviation
The above considerations led us to perform the experiments whose results are shown in Moreover, for many protocols, standard deviations σ(−1), σ(0), σ(1) are relatively small compared to SumAvg. In such cases, for most states the fraction of 1-local transitions is close to SumAvg.
Since for most states most transitions are 1-local we have that locality holds uniformly. Hence if we pick at random a state s ∈ Reach in most cases most transitions from s (say about 75%) will be 1-local.
Remark 1.
One may wonder why protocols exhibit locality. We conjecture that this is structural for human made systems and, indeed, is a consequence of the techniques used (consciously or unconsciously) to master complexity in the design task.
Remark 2.
A very interesting result would be to prove (or disprove) that almost all FSSs exhibit locality. Note however that, a priori, truthness or falsehood of such result would not imply anything on protocols in particular. E.g. for OBDDs we have already a similar situation (in reverse mode). In fact in [9] it is proved that for almost any boolean function f of n variables the smaller OBDD for f has size exponential in n. Nevertheless, it is experimentally known that most of the boolean functions implemented by digital circuits have OBDDs of size polynomial (often about linear) in the number of variables.
We measured locality using the Murϕ verifier [10] . This gives us a wide benchmark set for free since many protocols have already been defined using the Murϕ input language.
The results in Fig. 1 have been obtained by modifying the Murϕ verifier so as to compute E{∆(k)} and σ(k) while carrying out state space exploration.
All the experiments in Fig. 1 were performed using bit compression (Murϕ option -b) [10] and disabling deadlock detection (option -ndl).
Deadlock detection has been disabled since some of the protocols (e.g. Kerberos kerb.m) are deadlocked. Murϕ stops the state exploration as soon as a deadlock or a bug is found. Since our main interest here is in gathering information about the structure of the transition graph we disabled deadlock detection. This allows us to explore the whole reachable part of the transition graph also for protocols containing deadlocks.
The three protocols with superscript * in Fig. 1 contain bugs. In such cases, state space exploration stops as soon as a bug is found. We included such buggy protocols just for completeness.
The data in Fig. 1 depend neither on the used machine nor on the memory available as long as the visit is completed. Of course we would have obtained the same results without bit compression.
Cache Based Breadth First State Space Exploration
In this section we give an algorithm that takes advantage of the transition locality (Sect. 2) of protocols.
We modify the standard (hash table based) BF visit as follows. First, we use a cache memory rather than a hash table. This means that we do not perform any collision check. Thus, when a state s is hashed to an entry already holding a state s, we replace s with s so forgetting about s.
Using a fixed size cache rather than a hash table to store visited states is appealing since the cache size does not grow with the state space size. However this approach faces two obvious obstructions.
Queue Explosion. The queue size may get very large. In fact, since we forget visited states, at each level in our cache based BF visit the states apparently new tend to be much more than those of a true (hash based) BF visit. This may quickly fill up our queue. Nontermination. Our state space exploration may not terminate. In fact, because of collisions, we forget visited states. Thus, we may visit again and again the same set of states.
When using a fixed size cache memory to hold visited states no state explosion occurs in the cache. However state explosion may occur in the queue now. For this reason, unlike previous work on usage of auxiliary storage in state space exploration (e.g. in [17] ), we use disk storage to hold the queue rather than the hash table. This is good news since keeping a queue on disk is much easier than keeping a hash table on disk.
Nontermination is thus the real obstruction. Here is where locality helps us. Since most transitions are local one can reasonably expect that, to avoid looping, it is enough to remember the recently visited states rather than all visited states. This is exactly what a cache memory is for.
Note that a cache memory implements the above discipline only in a statistical sense. That is, replaced (i.e. forgot) states in the cache are often old states, but not always. Fortunately, this is enough for us.
Of course, if the cache memory is too small w.r.t. the size of the state space locality cannot help us.
Note that whenever our cache based BF visit terminates it gives the correct answer. That is all reachable states have been visited. When we stop our cache based visit to prevent looping we may or may not have visited all reachable states.
In the following we sketch our algorithm and show how we integrated it into the Murϕ verifier.
To take advantage of transition locality we modify the standard BF visit as shown in Fig. 2 .
We use a cache memory rather than a hash table. This may lead to nontermination since we may visit over and over the same set of states. For this reason we guarded the while loop with a check on the collision rate (i.e. <number of collisions in cache>/<number of insertions in cache>).
Since we may forget visited states, our queue tends to contain many more states than the one used in a standard BF visit. For this reason we decided to implement our queue using auxiliary memory. In the present implementation we use disk storage as auxiliary memory. Note however that (the RAM of) another workstation could have been used as well.
The implementation schema for the cache memory is quite standard. In the following we describe our implementation schema for the queue on disk (Fig. 3) .
We split the queue Q into two segments: head queue and tail queue. Both head queue and tail queue are in RAM and each of them can hold ram queue size states. States are enqueued in the tail queue and dequeued from the head queue.
When the tail queue is full, its content is flushed on disk by appending it to swapout file. Thus, since disks are quite large, our disk queue approximates a potentially infinite queue. It overflows only when our disk is full.
When the head queue is empty, it gets reloaded with states from swapin file. If swapin file is empty we swap swapin file and swapout file and try to load states from swapin file again. If swapin file is still empty then we swap the head queue with the tail queue. Using pointers, swapping (for files and for queue segments) is immediate (just a few assignments).
Rather than building a tool from scratch we decided to integrate our algorithm into an already existing tool. This gives us at least two advantages. First, we have immediately available many benchmark systems for testing. Second, we can exploit other memory reduction techniques that have already been implemented. We decided to integrate our algorithm within the Murϕ verifier [10] .
To be consistent with the standard (i.e. hash table based) Murϕ verifier the value of ram queue size (Fig. 3) is such that the head queue and the tail queue together take the same amount of memory as the queue in standard Murϕ. Namely, if M is the available memory for verification then gPercentActive*M is the amount of RAM memory used for the queue in standard Murϕ as well as in our cache based Murϕ.
Integrating our algorithm into the Murϕ verifier requires some care and consideration. In fact, to save RAM, Murϕ (as well as SPIN for that matter) stores pointers to states rather than states in the queue.
As far as we are concerned, Murϕ BF visit can have two behaviours. One when hash compaction is not used and another one when it is used. All other Murϕ options have no impact on the hash 
Let us consider the case without hash compaction first. Using a cache rather than a hash table leads to the following problem. When we overwrite a cache slot (collision) as a side effect we may also change the content of the queue. In fact that slot may be pointed to by the queue. For this reason we modified Murϕ queue so that it holds states and not just pointers to states. Of course all Murϕ functions depending on this fact have to be changed accordingly. This also fixes the situation for the case in which hash compaction is used.
Of course storing states rather than pointers (to states) in the queue takes more space. However, for the reasons explained above, we are going to use disk storage to implement our queue. Thus having a large queue does not pose any serious problem in our context.
With our approach all optimization strategies implemented within the Murϕ verifier (bit compression, hash compaction, symmetry reduction, etc) are also available to us.
Note that the bound on the omission probability for the hash compaction computed "on-line" by Murϕ accordingly to [19] is also (a fortiori) valid in our case. In fact at each (BF) level we visit a superset of the states visited by a standard BF visit.
Experimental Results
We report the experimental results we obtained using Murϕ (modified as described in Sect. 3).
We want to measure how much (RAM) memory we can save by using our cache based approach. To make the results from different protocols comparable we proceed as follows.
First, for each protocol we determine the minimum amount of memory needed to complete verification using the Murϕ verifier (namely Murϕ version 3.1 from [10]).
Let M be the amount of memory and g (in [0, 1]) be the fraction of M used for the queue (i.e. g is gPercentActive using a Murϕ parlance). We say that the pair (M , g) is suitable for protocol p iff the verification of p can be completed with memory M and queue gM . For each protocol p we determine the least M s.t. for some g, (M , g) is suitable for p. In the following we denote with M (p) such M .
Of course M (p) depends on the compression options one uses. Murϕ offers bit compression (-b) and hash compaction (-c). We determined M (p) when only bit compression is used (-b) and when bit compression and hash compaction are used (-b -c). The results are in Fig. 4 .
The meaning of the columns in Fig. 4 is as follows. Column Bytes gives the number of bytes needed to represent the state when bit compression is used. With hash compaction 40 bits are used to represent the hash-compressed state. Column Reach gives the number of reachable states for the protocol. For pro- This approach allows us to easily compare the experimental results obtained from different protocols. Note that, as in [6] , our RAM is not filled up. Thus OS buffers may reduce the time to access the queue. As a result our measured time may be slightly smaller than those obtained with a filled up memory.
The results using option -b (bit compression) are in Fig. 5 . The results obtained using options -b -c (bit compression and hash compaction) are in Fig. 6 .
We only considered protocols requiring at least 10 kilobytes of RAM (column M of Fig. 4 ) to complete state space exploration. In the experiments in Figs. 5, 6 the value of g (gPercentActive) is chosen as in Fig. 4 . We give the meaning of rows and columns in Fig. 5 . Those in Fig. 6 of course have exactly the same meaning, only they refer to the case in which both bit compression and hash compaction (-b -c) are used.
Column α (with α = 1, 0.9, . . . , 0.1) gives information about the run of protocol p with memory αM (p). Row States gives the ratio between the visited states when using memory αM (p) and |Reach(p)|. This is the state overhead due to revisiting already visited states. Row Rules gives the ratio between the rules fired when using memory αM (p) and RulesFired(p). This is the rule overhead due to revisiting already visited states. Row Time gives the ratio between the time (in seconds) to complete state space exploration when using memory αM (p) and option w and T w (p). Option w can be bit compression (w = b) or bit compression and hash compaction (w = bc). This is the time overhead. Row Coll gives the collision rate. That is the ratio between the number of collisions and the number of states inserted in the cache.
Rows States, Rules, Time should have close values. As shown in Figs. 5, 6 this is indeed the case.
Our state space exploration may not terminate. We stop our visit when the collision rate is greater than 0.9. or the max depth exceeds a given threshold.
Note that when our visit is stopped prematurely (for the above reasons) we do not know a priori if all reachable states have been visited. However, for the experiments in Figs. 5, 6 we have such information since they fit in our memory. In Figs. 5, 6 we report such information just to give an idea of the behaviour of our approach when a visit is stopped prematurely.
We mark with a * superscript the data obtained when the following conditions are satisfied: 1. The visit has been stopped because the collision rate exceeded 0.9 or because the max depth exceeded a certain threshold; 2. All reachable states have been visited.
We mark with a ∞ superscript the data obtained when the following conditions are satisfied: 1. The visit has been stopped because the collision rate exceeded 0.9 or because the max depth exceeded a certain threshold; 2. There are reachable states that have not been visited.
The experimental results in Figs. 5, 6 show that our cache based approach typically saves about 40% of RAM w.r.t. to an approach based on hash table. This holds for case b (bit compression) as well as for case bc (bit compression and hash compaction).
For case b time penalty for column 0.6 (40% RAM saving) ranges from 0 to 150% with an average value of about 50%.
For case bc time penalty for column 0.6 (40% RAM saving) ranges from 0 to 234% with an average value of about 100%.
Note that with our cache based approach the amount of memory needed does not increase with the max depth. Instead in a hash table based approach using a max depth limit (e.g. as in SPIN) the memory required increases with the max depth.
We also wanted to test our cache based approach with a large protocol that heavily loads our machine. The results are in Fig. 7 . The meaning of the columns of Fig. 7 is as follows.
Column m gives the total memory (in Megabytes) given to cached Murϕ to complete the verification. Column SizeC gives the max number of states that the cache can contain (each state takes 40 bits with hash compaction). Column MemC gives the memory (in Megabytes) reserved for the cache (0.9*m). Column SizeQ gives the max number of states that the RAM queue can contain (each state takes 68 bytes in the queue). Column MemC gives the memory (in Megabytes) reserved for the RAM queue (0.1 * m). Column Visited gives the number of states visited by the verifier. Column Time gives the time (in seconds) taken to complete the verification task. Column Coll gives the collision rate. Column MaxQ is the max number of states contained in the BF queue (RAM + disk) during the verification. Column MaxMemQ is the max amount of memory (in Megabytes) taken by the BF queue (RAM + DISK).
When m = 200 the collision rate is low. Thus the number of visited states is about the number of reachable states. This means that to complete the verification of the protocol in Fig. 7 would require more than 1313MB of RAM using standard Murϕ (i.e. 200MB for the hash table, 1113MB for the queue). This is more than our machine can handle (see Fig. 7 ). However, using our cache based Murϕ, we were able to complete verification using only 130MB of RAM.
As shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 there is a time-space tradeoff when using our cache based approach. However for verification tasks such tradeoff is often acceptable and in any case better than being left with an out of memory message after hours of computation.
Conclusions
We showed experimentally (Sect. 2) that protocols exhibit transition locality. We supported our claim by measuring transition locality for the set of protocols included the Murϕ verifier distribution.
We devised a verification algorithm to exploit transition locality and implemented it within the Murϕ verifier (Sect. 3). Essentially our approach replaces the hash table used in a BF state exploration with a fixed size cache (i.e. no collision detection) and uses disk storage for the BF queue.
Our experimental results (Sect. 4) show that, w.r.t. a hash table based approach, our cache based approach typically allows verification of systems more than 40% larger with a time overhead of about 100%.
Our approach is compatible with all (BF) optimization techniques present in the Murϕ verifier and, because of its time penalty, it is intended to be used only when such techniques are not enough to avoid running out of memory.
The auxiliary memory used in our algorithm can also be implemented using a NOW (Network Of Workstations) rather than with (or together with) disk storage. Moreover, our preliminary analysis shows that our cache memory (holding visited states) can also be implemented using secondary storage (namely disk storage). We are currently working on both such issues.
We think that there are other statistical properties of system transition graphs that can be used to improve performances of state space exploration algorithms. This is a natural next step for our research.
